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LEXPERT RECOGNIZES 12 MCMILLAN LAWYERS IN THE 2023
SPECIAL EDITION ON CANADA’S LEADING INFRASTRUCTURE
LAWYERS
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Twelve of the firm’s lawyers who deploy real-time business solutions across a range of expertise with particular
focus on infrastructure, construction, project financing and public-private partnerships (P3) are recognized for
their remarkable competencies in this year’s Lexpert Special Edition on Canada’s Leading Infrastructure
Lawyers.

Their expertise in all domains of infrastructure and construction is a testament to McMillan’s exceptional
industry insights in a sector that plays an important role in building our communities and growing Canada’s
economy. Congratulations to:

Jason Annibale, Toronto
Geza Banfai, Toronto
Mary Flynn-Guglietti, Toronto
Annik Forristal, Toronto
Ryan Gallagher, Vancouver
Glenn Grenier, Toronto
Julie Han, Toronto
Ahsan Mirza, Toronto
Tim Murphy, Toronto
Lucia Stuhldreier, Vancouver
François Tougas, Vancouver
Peter Willis, Toronto

Comprising over 50 lawyers across Canada, McMillan’s National Construction & Infrastructure group is made up
of two highly integrated and coordinated inter-disciplinary industry practice groups, Construction &
Infrastructure and Project Finance and P3. Together, the group offers project advisory services to guide clients
at all phases of the project lifecycle. Our lawyers practise seamlessly across offices employing the right
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capability and teams throughout the country to deliver superior client service. The group takes a problem-
solving approach that integrates both barrister and solicitor-side thinking to yield more creative,
comprehensive, and practical solutions to client challenges — whether on transactions, through dispute
resolution processes, or otherwise managing risk. The group enjoys a long-standing reputation for their skills
and expertise particularly where the policy of projects meets procurement practices.

The 2023 Lexpert Special Edition on Infrastructure will be published as a digital only edition and distributed via
The Globe and Mail, Key Media’s own industry channels as well as emailed directly to the attendees of the
Canadian Counsel of Public-Private Partnership’s Annual Conference. This industry-focused publication covers
the infrastructure sector and related industries, such as construction, commercial real estate, energy, property
development and transportation (rail & road). Lawyers are selected based on their reputation as leaders in the
sector as well as high rankings in the Canadian Legal Lexpert Directory.
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